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This best-selling, comprehensive fundamentals textbook for beginning nursing students challenges

students to develop the blended skills they will need to care for patients in a variety of settings. The

book&#39;s holistic perspective shows students how nursing care involves more than performing

procedures. With a case-based approach to learning, the book offers numerous examples and

opportunities for students to think critically. The Seventh Edition includes new features highlighting

clinical questions and research, nursing advocacy, and health literacy, and also includes new

information related to electronic medical records and documentation.Â With this textbook you&#39;ll

find an integrated, cohesive, and student-focused suite of multimedia products to appeal to all types

of learners, including a bound-in DVD-ROM and a companion website.
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This was actually a required text for my nursing one course, but itâ€™ll actually serve you well into

your medical-surgical nursing rotation as well. A great majority of our required readings for lecture

and clinical lab days came from the follow textbook. And trust me I understand the troubles of

having to read a hefty amount of material before lecture so that youâ€™re not completely lost on

lecture day. But one of the great things about this book is that itâ€™s definitely easy to read and

comprehend. Unlike a lot of the other science based textbooks out there such as microbiology or

anatomy & physiology youâ€™ll probably be less likely to get bored or drift off while reading

because the concepts are easy to grasp. Terminology was one of my greatest hang ups in the



beginning because I didn't have a job or a background in healthcare at that moment so I wasn't very

familiar with a lot of jargon being used during clinical lab days. Taylor is great at covering those

basic fundamentals that you need and will eventually build upon to become a skilled nurse.Another

great thing that I absolutely love about this book is the great illustrations and tables in the chapter

that gives you relevant and pertinent information about what youâ€™re reading. Now that may

sound sort of funny or that itâ€™s not that big of a deal, but nothings worse than reading a long

drawn out description of how to perform a technique and yet you have not visual aids. Itâ€™s

important that you understand what it means to do a complete a head to toe assessment, how to

take a complete set of vitals or whatâ€™s considered normal lab values. These are fundamental

skills that nurses use and perform everyday on the job, and this text will help you learn all of these

skills.
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